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l.

@ AA questions carry equal marks.

Atternpt any TWO parts of the following : (5x2:tr0)

(a) Express B : (10/r) a, + r cos 0 a, in Cartesian and

cylindrical co-ordinates.

(b) Given that D : q5r2l4) a. in spherical co-ordinate. Find

the votume enclosed between r : 1 and r -- 2.

(c) Evaluate div (curl A) if A: (sin $/f) a, - (cos $/f)a"

2. Attempt any TWO parts of the following : (5x2:tr0)

(a) Determine charge density if electric flux density D :
rsin$ &,*2 rcos$ do*32'4u"

(b) An electric potential .on a plane is described by

V : 100 r3 (where r is the dis&ance from the scurce)"

Calculate the electric field at the point (0.5, 60", 45")"

(c) A copper wire carries a conduction current of I arnp

at 60H2. What is the displacement current in the wire ?

Assurne F : F6, d : do and o : 5.8 x 107 u/m-
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3. Attempt any TWO parts of the following : (5x2:10) 5. Attempt any TWO parts of the following : (5x2=10)

(a) Prove that the magnetic field due to an infinite conductor (a) A uniform plane wave propagating in a medium has

E : Ze'u sin (1081 - Bz) ay v/m.
carrying current I at a distance r is H: I/(2tk'1.

If a'medium is characterized E, : 1, F. : 20 and
(b) Find cr and B for the propagation of wave in good o : 3 s/m, determine g, B and H.

conductor' also show that angle of characteristic (b) Derive an expression of magnetic fierd intensity due
impedance is always 45o for good conductors. infinitely long transmission line using Ampere's Circuit

(c) A uniform plane wave propagating in good conductor. of Law'

If the magnetic field intensity is given by H : 0. I e r5z (c) Derive the expression of four Maxwell's equations for

cos(2x x r0,t -r5z)a*A/m,determinetheconductivity static and time varying EM fields' also indicate the
' law associated with them. Derive an expression for

and corresponding component of E field. Also calculate 
continuity equation.

the average power loss in a block of unit area and

thickness t.

4" Attempt any TWO parts of the following : (5x2:10)

(a) Calculate E at P(1, 1, I) in free space caused by four

identical 3-nC point charges located at p, : (1, 1,0),

p2: (-1, 1,0), pr: (-1, -1, 0) and po: (1, -1,0).

(b) Find the magnetic field intensity at (1 .5,2,3) due to

a conductor carrying current of 24 A along z-axis

extending from z : 0 to z: 6-

(c) Define the foilowing :-

(i) Reflectionco-efficient

(ii) Wave impedance 
'''.

(iii) vswR
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